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Seamless STEM
Finding the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
lurking within your existing English and Language Arts lessons



The Engineers in Time Square 
 

The mouse’s name was Tucker, and he was sitting in the opening of abandoned drain pipe in the 
subway station at Times Square. The drain pipe was his home. Back a few feet in the wall, it 
opened out into a pocket that Tucker had filled with bits of paper and shreds of cloth he collected. 
And when he wasn’t collecting, “scrounging” as he called it, or sleeping, he liked to sit in the 
opening of the drain pipe and watch the world go by -- at least as much of the world hurried 
through the Times Square subway station. 

- Chapter 1 
 

Overview 

In this passage, we will be looking for engineering and engineering connections. We are greeted 
right away with three forms of technology: (1) drain pipe, (2) subway station, and (3) Times Square. 
Wonder together: What makes these three things technology? Why would engineers and architects 
design these things?  

 
 
 

 
We will investigate these three technologies with cool activities you can do at home. These are 
meant as activity starter ideas to help your learner explore engineering. Feel free to take them at 
your own pace and modify as necessary. 
 

Drain Pipes, an Indoor Adventure 

Drains are everywhere. Investigate your house and make a map of every drain you can find. Where 
will you start your search for drains? Are drains arranged in a pattern? Do you find drains in any 
unexpected places? Where are drains essential? 
 
Drains are essential any time we have water that we need to guide and direct. You probably found 
a lot of drains in your sinks and bathtubs. You can observe the features of drain pipes by looking 
under sinks. Using your powers of keen observation, compare and contrast the drain pipes under 
two different kinds of sinks. You might want to compare your kitchen sink to your bathroom sink. 
How can a flexible tape measure help you make observations about drain pipes? What do you 
notice about how the drain pipes are put together? Why do you think drain pipes have this shape? 
 
Keen observers might notice that drain pipes frequently include a “U” or “S” shaped curve. Did you 
know that the purpose of this curve is to catch heavy objects so they don’t clog the pipe further in 
the system? If one of your family members has ever called a plumber hoping to retrieve a ring that 
has been dropped down the drain, chances are excellent the plumber removed the U shaped pipe 
to see if the ring got caught. Chances are also excellent that the plumber also found a large clog of 
hair. Why would the plumber likely find hair as well? 



 
An Engineering Challenge 
Engineering challenges are hands-on design challenges that can be set up in diverse ways. This 
challenge is about retrieving valuable objects from drains. You can use a U bend pipe or fashion 
your own out of a flexible material like a sock or a hose. The more flexible pipe you use, the more 
you will want to support the structure to keep the shape. 

Tucker, being an ever-resourceful mouse who lives in a drain pipe, wants to challenge you to 
create a mouse-friendly treasure hunting tool he can use around the station. He’s terrified of 
getting stuck in a U bend, and so he wants a tool he can use while remaining completely outside 
of the drain. 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Tucker’s challenge: 

● What kinds of materials are likely to be mouse-friendly? 
● What treasures would Tucker be searching for in the pipes? What attributes do these 

treasures have in common? 
● How could Tucker’s tool grip and hold the treasures? 

 

Drain Pipes, an Outdoor Adventure 

There are also all sorts of drains outside! When it rains, it is important to guide and direct water so 
it doesn’t flood. Wonder together: Why would a subway station need to have drains? 

 
 
 

 
Go outside and draw the different kinds of drains you can find. Where do you go looking for drains? 
How are the drains connected together? 
 
Outdoor drainage systems are different. We have gutters coming off our roof and storm drains to 
collect rainwater. What do you notice about the gutter system on the roof of a building?  
 
Did you know that storm drains are connected to an underground sewer system? Do some research 
on storm drains in your community. Where does the water go? Are there any pollution risks 
associated with storm surge and illegal dumping? 



 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge is about designing a rain protection system for a house. You can help improve the 
realism of the challenge by giving mouse-sized building supplies like LEGO bricks and drinking 
straws. You can encourage your kids to think about what kind of supplies Tucker could find in the 
subway station and what kind of supplies Tucker could get through a broader New York City animal 
supply chain. 

Tucker, living in a drain pipe, knows that he is making his home in a flood prone zone. As such, 
he wants a mouse-sized dwelling that can keep him--and his assorted treasures--dry in the event 
of rain. He’s prepared to do the work to build it himself. He wants to see your plans for his new 
and improved dwelling. 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Tucker’s challenge: 

● What kinds of materials are likely to be mouse-friendly? 
● How big should Tucker’s house be? Does it have multiple rooms to help him store all of his 

treasures? 
● What features help make Tucker’s home rain-proof? 

 
This challenge is particularly fun to test in a simulated “abandoned drain pipe.” Take a plastic style 
placemat and curl it up to make a tube, securing the tube with duct or packing tape. Then pour a 
pitcher of water through the top of the pipe. Start with Tucker’s paper and cloth treasures in the 
house before testing the design with a stuffed animal playing the part of Tucker. Wonder together: 
Why would we want to test Tucker’s house with the treasures first before we put Tucker in the 
house? 

 
 
 

 

Subway Stations 

Subways are interesting places: they were invented to make it easier for a lot of people to travel 
without clogging city streets. Engineers who designed subways asked themselves, “How could we 
use underground trains to help people travel around cities?” Subway stations help people get 
beneath street level to catch their train. Busy subway stations may have multiple levels.  



 
Wonder together: How might builders build a subway train tunnel? How might they build a 
station? 

 
 
 

 
Engineers have used all sorts of technologies to build subway stations. One of the earliest subway 
building techniques is called “cut and cover”: dig a trench at street level, build the tunnel walls, fill 
the hole back up with dirt. Wonder together: What would it be like to live in a city building an 
entire subway system using the cut and cover technique? 

 
 
 

 
Cut and cover techniques cause a lot of disruption. How would you like your street to be dug up as 
a subway construction site for months or maybe even years? Engineers needed to figure out a 
better way, and so tunnel boring machines were used. You can investigate how subways were built 
using the following video resources: 

● How the World’s First Metro System was Built 
● The History of the London Underground 
● Meet Crossrail’s Giant Tunneling Machines 
● The Underground New York Subway Tour 
● The London Underground History (free documentary on YouTube) 
● The Race Underground (free first chapter on YouTube, stream short excerpts on PBS 

Learning Media, complete documentary available with an Amazon Prime subscription) 
 
Subway stations are special places in the system because they connect the subway to the surface 
and enable people to use the subway. 
 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge focuses on designing a custom tunnel for Tucker Mouse to cross the Times Square 
subway station safely. (Do use some imagination on this one and transform a spot in your house 
into Times Square subway station with assorted mouse-friendly destinations.) Young engineers 
might like thinking about where Tucker’s Tunnel should have stations so he can still scrounge in 
all of his favorite places. 

Tucker Mouse is no stranger to the dangers of living in a subway station: he is used to darting 
about trying to avoid being stepped on by humans hurrying through as they race to catch the 
next train. However, Tucker would love a safer system to get to his favorite places in the station. 
Can you help Tucker dart more safely? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdZd5zYTKAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA9g7fDWnok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z38JIqGDZVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwuTfv8q80A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MU6XuVruNIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-CUsgxUUn0
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/amex29ru-soc-subway/american-experience-the-race-underground-the-nations-first-subway/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/amex29ru-soc-subway/american-experience-the-race-underground-the-nations-first-subway/
https://www.amazon.com/American-Experience-Underground-Michael-Murphy/dp/B01MTAIYD2


Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 
● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Tucker’s challenge: 

● What are Tucker’s favorite spots in the subway station?  
● What kind of subway station could help Tucker stay safe? 
● Will Tucker’s subway system depend on a train? 

 
There are a lot of different variations on this theme, depending on how old your learners are. One 
option would be to create a tunnel system for a remote control car. Another option would be to 
create a marble run with different stations. You could create different terrains that the subway 
engineers need to “tunnel” through (highly recommend a juicy terrain like a watermelon). If you 
want to deviate from the storyline a little bit, the TeachEngineering website also has a great 
activity about designing and testing a tunnel through a clay mountain. 
 

Times Square 

City squares have a history. Times Square became Times Square after The New York Times moved 
their headquarters to the intersection in 1904. George Selden, the author of The Cricket in Times 
Square, wrote the story after hearing a cricket chirp in the subway station on his way home in the 
late 1950s. City squares bustle with life and give the city character. Did you know that Adolph Ochs 
was the newspaper publisher who persuaded George McCellan, then New York City mayor to build 
the Time Square subway station? Wonder together: Why would Ochs want a subway station close 
to his newspaper headquarters?  

 
 
 

 
City squares are designed. Architects, engineers, and city planners all work together to create a city 
square. City squares are centers of activities and offer places to bring a city together. Investigate 
places in your community where people come together. What do you notice about how people 
arrive, how long people generally stay, and what people do? 
 
The Project for Public Spaces identified ten principles for successful city squares. 

1. Image and Identity: how does the square connect a community to a particular place? 
2. Attractions and Destinations: what can people do within the space? 
3. Amenities: what makes the space comfortable for people? 
4. Flexible Design: how else can the space be used? 

https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/cub_rock_lesson04_activity1
https://www.pps.org/article/squaresprinciples


5. Seasonal Strategy: how does the space change with the rhythm of the year? 
6. Access: how do people get into the square? 
7. The Inner and Outer Square: what is at the center of the square? around the perimeter? 
8. Reaching Out like an Octopus: how does the square influence the surrounding areas of the 

city? 
9. Good Management: who is caring for the square and the people who use it? 
10. Diverse Funding Sources: what is the plan to pay for services in the public space? 

 
You can visit Times Square through Google Earth. What do you notice about the Square? How do 
you think it demonstrates the ten principles for a successful city square? What do you like about 
Times Square? What do you not like about Times Square? Wonder together: Why is it important for 
engineers, architects, and urban planners to consider what individual people like and dislike when 
designing a city square?  

 
 
 

 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge focuses on designing a city square and imagines Tucker traveling to new places. 
Young engineers, architects, and urban planners could even try working together as a team to 
design their city square. 

Tucker, having lived under Times Square for most of his mouse life, is itching for adventure. He 
has seen various advertisements in travel magazines, and he’s wondering if maybe there is a new 
city square worth visiting. Can you design a square that could tempt Tucker to visit you?  

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Tucker’s challenge: 

● What are some attractions and destinations that you would like to see in a square? 
● How can your square reflect the broader city? Consider that the culture of New York City is 

different than, say, the culture of San Francisco. 
● How will you design the center of the square and the buildings on the outside of the 

square? 
 

https://earth.google.com/web/@40.7591133,-73.9850006,2.8a,0d,60y,143.9528691h,90.54601109t,0r/data=ChIaEAoIL20vMDdxZHIYASABKAIiTgpKLVBPc2Zxcm9icHBjL1ZKcmhDcWV5Tk9JL0FBQUFBQUFBQWZvL2lmeEZtWFpQcUVFN01MX0tHTzhOZ0JSUzl2YzQtRFI5d0NKa0MQAw


You can bring this challenge to the next level by creating a mouse-scale cardboard model of all of 
the buildings or designing a travel advertisement featuring the square. You can also investigate 
city squares close to where you live. 
 

Guidelines for Parent Facilitators 

I’ve detailed three unique technologies and suggested four different engineering challenges. The 
number one tip for having an awesome time engineering with kids is: follow your learner’s lead. 
Curiosity can be quizzical and unpredictable. You don’t know what will captivate your learner’s 
attention and when your learner will want to jump in with both feet. Asking either/or questions can 
be helpful (i.e. Which is more interesting to you: the idea that Tucker lives in a drain pipe or that 
Times Square is a busy subway station?). 
 
Do encourage your learner to think early and often about the ABCs of Design. When it comes to E 
(Experiment to see how it works), reassure yourself and your learner that engineers love it when 
their experiments fail. Failed experiments are a sign of creativity. 
 
I recommend starting with supplies that you already have around the house rather than making a 
special preparation trip to the store. Some likely immediately available options for the design 
challenges: 

● Treasure Hunting with Tucker: String up an adult sock from a chair so that the bottom of 
the sock forms the bottom part of the U. Use Cheerios as “treasure” and transform a string 
and a paperclip into Tucker’s fishing line. Note: these particular supplies enable you to do a 
quick limited prototype that might work under the right conditions. Your learners might be 
inspired to wonder about different supplies where they could write an imaginative story 
about Tucker fishing for treasure, make a shopping list for a store visit to get alternative 
supplies, or research plumbing supplies used to retrieve valuable objects. 

● A Rain-Proof House: Use LEGO bricks (no large base plates) to explore the authentic 
challenge of mouse construction. Create gutters from straws or licorice. The gutters will be 
mostly decorative as LEGO bricks offer a good deal of rain protection. 

● A New Subway: You can do this one as a scale model or as a simulation in the house with 
pillow and blanket forts. This challenge has a lot of opportunity to engage the gross motor 
skills so consider letting your kids be Tucker navigating the new subway. You can also 
extend the simulation by exploring how tunnels on playgrounds work. Also, do screen the 
video resources. The information is good, but I never thought that families would be 
watching all of the videos. 

● City Squares: This is an excellent time to rock out with recycling bin construction. The 
different shaped containers can provide so much inspiration for a cool city square. It’s a 
great time to take inventory of “cool city squares” near you to see if any are appropriate 
locations for picnics, tea times, or other family fun. 



From Connecticut to New York 
 
“I could feel the basket being carried into a car and riding somewhere and then being lifted down. 
That must have been the railroad station. Then I went up again and there was a rattling and 
roaring sound, the way a train makes. By this time I was pretty scared. I knew every minute was 
taking me further away from my stump, but there wasn’t anything I could do.” 

- Chapter 3 
 

Overview 

In this passage, we will be applying scientific principles to analyze what happened to Chester. This 
is an excellent opportunity to think about force and motion as Chester is carried from Connecticut 
to Times Square Station in New York City. Wonder together: What would need to happen to carry a 
cricket from a field in Connecticut to Times Square Station? 

 
 
 

 
We will be using hands-on investigations to dive deep into this text. We ask big questions that help 
us do science while exploring connections with the text. 
 

Why could Chester feel the basket being carried into a car? 
If we read the text carefully, we notice that Chester feels different things. He notices when the 
basket is picked up and put down. Wonder together: What happens when a person picks up and 
sets down a picnic basket? Why is the person so important? 

 
 
 

 
One way scientists can investigate cricket-sized phenomena is to create human-sized models. 
Using a wagon, simulate what happened to Chester. Consider blindfolding the human “cricket” in 
the wagon to see what observations they can make to detect their own motion. 
 
Chester is detecting when an unbalanced force is applied to the picnic basket. An unbalanced force 
creates an acceleration, which is why we can feel when we are speeding up or slowing down. When 
the basket is being carried, the forces are balanced. Wonder together: What forces are acting on 
Chester’s basket as the basket is being carried? Why would these forces be balanced forces?  

 
 
 

 



Go on a scavenger hunt to find objects standing still. What observations can you make about why 
the object is standing still? How many different ways could you (or another pusher) make a still 
object move?  
 
An Engineering Challenge 
Engineering challenges are hands-on design challenges that can be set up in diverse ways. This 
challenge applies an understanding of a lifting force to help Chester design an intentional elevator 
system to climb aboard a train. This is a perfect opportunity to explore pulleys and cranks. Feel free 
to adjust the platform height so that it matches the height of a chair, shelf, or table. 

Chester, empowered by his new understanding of forces, wants to create his own machine that 
can lift him up unto the tall train car platforms. He wants a reliable system that uses scientific 
ideas. Tucker and Harry help Chester measure the train platform height and note that it is 32 
inches tall.  

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Chester’s challenge: 

● How high should the machine be in order to make sure that Chester can move between 
platforms safely? 

● How will Chester ride in the machine? 
● How can Chester control the machine? 

 

Why was Chester carried on so many different kinds of transportation? 
Chester tells us about a lot of transportation technologies. He rides in a car to get to the railroad 
station before transferring to a train. Wonder together: Where could you go using a combination of 
a car and a train? How long would the drive be? How long would the train ride be?  

 
 
 

 
Think about all of the different ways you can travel. How are the transportation modes similar? 
How are they different? It might be helpful to ask questions like: 

● How many people use the vehicle at the same time? 
● How is the vehicle powered? 
● Where can the vehicle go? 



● Where can the vehicle not go? 
● How fast goes the vehicle go? 
● What would a cricket think if he was traveling with humans in the vehicle? 

Keep track of any additional questions that you find yourself wondering about! 
 
Plan a trip that uses two kinds of transportation. Where will you go? How can you travel safely? 
Use a map to plan your route and measure how much time your trip takes. What factors impact the 
length of your trip? How might you be able to complete your trip faster? 
 
On Chester’s journey, the humans need to board their train at a railroad station. Why are railroad 
stations important? How do you think people decide where they should build railroad stations? 
What is the closest railroad station to your house? Is it a busy railroad station? How do people use 
your local railroad station? Wonder together: Why might some railroad stations have more people 
using them than other railroad stations?  

 
 
 

 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge explores how different animals move. This challenge requires critical thinking of 
what would make for a “fair race” between Chester, Tucker, and Harry.  

After hearing all about Chester’s adventure, the three animals decide that they want to have a 
race. They start at one end of the train station and dart across to the other side. Harry wins by a 
large margin, and Tucker realizes that he’s at a distinct disadvantage because he can’t fly. Can 
you help the animals design a fair race? 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about the fair race challenge: 

● Why would the animals naturally cross the platforms at different speeds? 
● What options are there to make the race more fair? 
● How can you evaluate the options to see which is the best? 

 
This challenge can be approached a lot of different ways. If you have a group of kids, you can 
encourage them to take turns being the different animals. You can also find toy cars that travel at 



different speeds. It can be helpful to replace a battery with a battery-sized metal rod to change its 
speed. Did you know this challenge can also be approached mathematically? 
 

On what route did Chester travel? 
We know that Chester traveled by car and train to get from Connecticut to New York City. There are 
a lot of different ways to travel from a picnic spot in Connecticut to Times Square Station. Wonder 
together: Why is it important to plan one’s travel route when one is going to a new place? What 
tools are available to help you plan a route? 

 
 
 

 
Imagine you wanted to ride a train to get closer to your next picnic spot. Where can you get to on 
trains near you? Why do you think that trains follow certain routes? 
 
Different countries have different transportation infrastructures. We have been investigating the 
infrastructure in the United States. Imagine there was a cricket who found his way to Trafalgar 
Square in London, England. What can you find out about train routes in England? Wonder together: 
Why might train routes be so different in different countries?  

 
 
 

 
A Connecticut travel website includes information about great picnic spots for wildlife. It 
recommends the following places: 

● Denison Pequotsepos Nature Center, Mystic 
● Action Wildlife, Goshen 
● Dinosaur State Park, Rocky Hill 
● Meigs Point Nature Center 
● Lighthouse Point Park and Nature Sanctuary, New Haven 

Use a tool like Google Maps to help you plan a trip from one of these picnic spots to Times Square. 
What do you notice as you work on planning your trip? Are some places easier to get to than 
others? Why?  
 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge focuses on exploring local wildlife habitats. As a cricket, Chester can live in many 
different places. However, other wildlife have considerably different requirements. In this 
challenge, you can work on creating a great environment for your local native bugs to thrive. 

The longer Chester is at Times Square, the more he misses his friend Merlin the Monarch. 
Chester knows that Merlin thrives on milkweed where there’s no food for Merlin in the station. 
Chester would love to see a city garden with all of the plants his fellow bugs need to flourish. 

http://www.ctvisit.com/


 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you started on creating a garden for local bugs : 

● What bugs are considered native to your local area? What bugs are considered invasive? 
● What native plants are found in your local area? 
● Where would be a good place to plant a garden of native plants? 

 
Doug Tallamy, a professor at the University of Delaware, has said, “If half of American lawns were 
replaced with native plants, we would create the equivalent of a 20 million acre national park, nine 
times bigger than Yellowstone, or 100 times bigger than Shenandoah National Park.” Conventional 
grass lawns do not make very good homes for native insects. Additionally, native plant gardens can 
come in many shapes and sizes, including apartment container gardens.  
 
To discover what native plants are local to you, you can use this Native Plant Finder tool. The U.S. 
Forest Service also has helpful information about native gardening. Consider keeping a garden log 
tracking the progress of your garden and the wildlife you observe. 
 

How far away from his stump did Chester move every minute? 
Traveling by basket (whether the basket is carried by a person, a car, or a train) has the same effect: 
moving Chester away from his stump. Wonder together: How do these modes of transportation 
compare? Which mode would likely be most scary to a cricket afraid of being far from home?  

 
 
 

 
These modes of transportation move Chester away from his stump at different speeds. Speed is 
measured by dividing the distance traveled by time. You can see the division in the phrase miles per 
hour or meters per second. The word per means “divide.” Wonder together: What would you need to 
do in order to calculate an object’s speed?  

 
 
 

 

https://www.audubon.org/news/brighten-your-balcony-or-patio-diy-native-plant-garden
https://www.nwf.org/NativePlantFinder/
https://www.fs.fed.us/wildflowers/Native_Plant_Materials/Native_Gardening/index.shtml


Investigate the speed that different objects travel. Measure a set distance. Use a stopwatch to 
measure the time that it takes for an object to travel the distance. How can you use these 
measurements to calculate speed? What objects travel faster than others? 
 
Consider the following typical speeds: 

● Human walking: 3 miles per hour 
● Car in a residential area: 35 miles per hour 
● Passenger train: 100 miles per hour 
● Subway train: 50 miles per hour 

How could you figure out how far Chester was traveling every minute? Hint: there are 5280 feet in 
a mile and 60 minutes in an hour.  
 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge focuses on creating a car that can move with a consistent speed. There are a lot of 
different ways to accomplish this challenge. You can take the approach of using a ramp to control a 
ball’s speed. You could also look at using a rubber band or balloon as an energy source. Or you can 
try your hand at building a mousetrap powered car. If you’re looking for a mousetrap car kit, I 
recommend using Doc Fizzix kits. Just don’t tell Tucker. 

Chester feels the need for some speed! Now that he’s learned how speed is measured, he wants 
a car that reliably goes a certain distance in a specified amount of time. Can you help? 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you started on Chester’s challenge : 

● Where will Chester ride in the vehicle? 
● Where will you get energy to power the vehicle? 
● How can you set up the vehicle the same way every time? 
● What can you do to improve the reliability of Chester’s car? 

 

Guidelines for Parent Facilitators 

In this guide, I’ve shared different ideas about force and motion and suggested four different 
engineering challenges. Force and motion are important physics concepts, where there are many 
ways you can explore these concepts. If your learner is new to physics, let them follow their 
natural curiosity. If your learner is more experienced, encourage them to spend more time setting 
up reliable experiments with measurement tools. And if your learner has physics questions you 
can’t answer, send me an email at support@opportunityunlocked.com as I’m happy to help. 

https://www.docfizzix.com/products/vehicle-kits/mousetrap-powered/
mailto:support@opportunityunlocked.com


 
You can do many of these challenges via a field trip if you so choose. The trip should incorporate at 
least two modes of transportation. Feel free to be creative. You can ride bikes to a subway station. 
You can drive to a trailhead and hike. Plan your trip in advance to practice map skills. 
 
For a sample speed calculation, consider the following. A car traveling 70 miles per hour will be 
traveling 369,600 feet in an hour. That is 6,160 feet every minute! 
 
Some notes on the particular design challenges: 

● Chester’s Elevator: this challenge is a rather difficult challenge to pull off. The conceived 
solution is a box with an interior crank. Wind the crank one way, and the box goes up. Wind 
the crank the other way, and the box goes down. You could also experiment with creating a 
cricket sized staircase. 

● Animal Races: if you are inclined to want to explore these concepts algebraically, I 
recommend MPJ’s Ultimate Math Lessons. You can see a sample solution to the Tortoise 
and the Hare problem via this link. Also the Ultimate Math Lessons offer some great 
challenges for learners keen on using math in fun ways. 

● Native Plants Gardening: This could be the seed of a much more extensive project. Do take 
time to research best options near you. Visiting your local State and National Parks to talk 
to rangers could make this project feel more real. If you work with a group of students, 
consider making it a community service project. 

● Chester Carriers: Keeping the supplies minimal is a best practice for cars. You can 
experiment with cutting circular wheels out of thick cardboard or foam. Some people find it 
helpful to cut circles using a cookie cutter. If you are using the Doc Fizzix kits, it is highly 
advisable to have a good needle nose pliers and a hot glue gun. 

 
 

https://mathprojects.com/ultimate-math-lessons/
https://roymath.weebly.com/uploads/1/1/2/7/11275399/19_-_tortoise_and_hare__ans_.pdf


Tucker’s Money Math 
 
“In the course of many years of scrounging, it was only natural I should find a certain amount of 
loose change. Often -- oh, often, my friends,” Tucker put his hand over his heart, “would I sit in the 
opening of my drain pipe, watching the human beings and waiting. And whenever one of them 
dropped a coin -- however small! -- pennies I love -- I would dash out, at great peril to life and limb, 
and bring it back to my house. Ah, when I think of the trampling shoes and the dangerous 
galoshes--! Many times have I had my toes stepped on and my whiskers torn off because of these 
labors. But it was worth it! Oh, it was worth it, my friends, on account of now I have two half 
dollars, five quarters, two dimes, six nickels, and eighteen pennies tucked away in the drain pipe!”  

- Chapter 8 
 

Overview 
There are a lot of opportunities to explore math and how math relates to engineering. Tucker and 
Chester are trying to replace two dollars after Chester mistakenly eats a two dollar bill in his sleep. 
Tucker, ever a scrounging mouse, has collected a lot of coins and may just be able to help. Wonder 

together: Why might Tucker be able to help Chester replace the two dollars?  

 
 
 

 
In this section, we will be working through diverse math activities to understand where Tucker gets 
his money. 
 

How much money does Tucker have? 
One first question we might ask is, “How much money does Tucker have?” We know that Chester 
needs two dollars. But does Tucker have enough? Wonder together: How does the information of 
“two half dollars, five quarters, two dimes, six nickels, and eighteen pennies” help us know that 
Tucker has enough money?  

 
 
 

 
There are many different kinds of ways to make mathematical arguments. Some focus on the value 
of individual coins. Others focus on the number of coins. What is the fewest amount of coins 
needed to make two dollars? Why is it important that Tucker has two half dollars? 
 
Can you figure out a way for Tucker to give Chester two dollars and still keep at least one of each 
coin? 
 



An Engineering Challenge 
Engineering challenges are hands-on design challenges that can be set up in diverse ways. This 
challenge considers how Tucker might store his coin hoard in a way that makes for easy counting. 
Young engineers can also consider the challenge of storing their change. 

Tucker is extremely proud of his life savings, but he wishes he knew exactly how much he had. 
He wants his collection to fit snugly in his home, and it would be great to keep track of his total 
amount. Can you help design a banking system for Tucker’s life savings? 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Tucker’s challenge: 

● What kinds of coins does Tucker need to store? 
● How are the coins similar to and different from each other? 
● How can you calculate how much money Tucker has? 
● How can you make sure that your savings system is mouse-friendly? 

 

How long will it take Tucker to replace two dollars? 
Math can also be very useful when making predictions. This is a practice known as math modeling. 
Mathematical models provide a way to generate reasonable estimates. They can be simple or they 
can be complex. 
 
Imagine that Tucker has the opportunity to scrounge one coin a day. There is a chance that the 
coin could be a penny, a nickel, a dime, a quarter, or a half dollar. We could model this probability 
using a six-sided die. If a person rolls a 1 or 2, Tucker has collected a penny. If a person rolls a 3, 
Tucker collects a nickel. If a person rolls a 4, Tucker collects a dime. If a person rolls a 5, Tucker 
collects a quarter. If a person rolls a 6, Tucker collects a half-dollar.  

● Make a prediction: How many rolls would it take for Tucker to collect two dollars worth of 
coins? 

● Put the model to the test by playing the game. 
● Does the model feel accurate given what you know about coins likely to be dropped? 

 
Observant mathematicians might note two considerable problems with the model above. First, 
Tucker always collects money on every roll. Second, half dollar coins are very uncommon. How 
does introducing a second die help refine the model?  
 
Can you think of other ways to predict how long it will take Tucker to replace two dollars? 



 
An Engineering Challenge 

This challenge explores mathematical modeling associated with running the newsstand. Consider a 
field trip to visit a newsstand to get real price information. 

Papa and Mama Bellini are always looking for great ideas about how to make their newsstand 
better. Every day they use math to help them know which newspapers they should have in stock. 
Can you create a mathematical model that helps the Bellinis stock their newspapers and forecast 
their profits? 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about the Beliinis’ challenge: 

● What publications should the newsstand stock? 
● What is the selling price of each publication? 
● How many copies of each publication should they expect to sell? 
● For a challenge: How much would it cost the Bellinis to buy their copies of the 

publications? 
 
This kind of mathematical modeling is at the core of every business. Retailers -- people who sell 
products -- pay to have goods shipped to their store and need plans to manage inventory. Feel free 
to change the target “items” away from newspapers into an object that captures your young 
engineer’s attention. 
 
Additionally, this kind of mathematical modeling can be illustrative if you want to model the true 
profit from a bake sale. You can calculate the cost of ingredients before setting your bake sale 
price.  
 

How could Tucker scrounge safely? 
Tucker is gathering all of his coins amid a busy train station. All of the coins have different shapes 
and sizes. Chester, Tucker, and Harry find the following information about coins from the US Mint: 
 

Coin  Penny  Nickel  Dime  Quarter 

Dollar 

Half Dollar  Dollar 

Weight  2.500 g  5.000 g  2.268 g  5.670 g  11.340 g  8.1 g 

https://www.usmint.gov/learn/coin-and-medal-programs/coin-specifications


Diameter  0.750 in. 
19.05 mm 

0.835 in. 
21.21 mm 

0.705 in. 
17.91 mm 

0.955 in. 
24.26 mm 

1.205 in. 
30.61 mm 

1.043 in. 
26.49 mm 

Thickness  1.52 mm  1.95 mm  1.35 mm  1.75 mm  2.15 mm  2.00 mm 

 
If Tucker can carry a maximum of 15 grams in one scrounge, what are some different coin 
combinations that he can carry? How much money could he carry in one trip? 
 
What would be the volume of an ideal scrounging sack so Tucker doesn’t need to carry the coins in 
his mouth? 
 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge gives you a chance to put your earlier analysis to use as you design an ideal 
scrounging sack for Tucker.  

Tucker decides that there has to be a better way to scrounge. He loves collecting coins, but he 
wants a way to carry multiple coins in one trip. Additionally, he sees students traveling with 
backpacks and gets an idea. Could you help Tucker design a mouse-sized backpack where he can 
carry his coins more easily? 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

 
Some questions to get you thinking about Tucker’s challenge: 

● What challenges might you encounter as you work on manufacturing your scrounging sack?  
● How might you make a model of Tucker Mouse to make sure the sack fits?  
● Can you put your sack on Tucker and still put coins inside? 

 

Custom Currency 
The more Tucker, Harry, and Chester look at Tucker’s coin collection, the more they see variations 
in coins. Gather different coins around your house. Wonder together: How many differences can 
you find as you look across the different coins?  

 
 
 

 



The US Mint makes many different designs in their coins. You can watch this short video about how 
US coins are made. What might be some different challenges involved with designing coins? If 
you’d like to explore how paper money is made, you can discover more here.  
 
CoinNews.net reports on how many coins are minted in the United States each month. The United 
States mints coins in Denver and Philadelphia. Here are the statistics for June 2019. 

Denomination  Denver  Philadelphia  Total 
Lincoln Cents  312,800,000  288,000,000  600,800,000 

Jefferson Nickels  48,480,000  56,174,000  104,654,000 
Roosevelt Dimes  91,000,000  108,000,000  199,000,000 

ATB Quarters  56,000,000  61,200,000  117,200,000 
Kennedy Half Dollars  0  0  0 
Native American $1s  0  0  0 

Total  508,280,000  513,374,000  1,021,654,000 
 
What types of coins are the most common? Which mint is busier? How did you decide? 
 
We can also look at the coin production over the first half of 2019. The following table reports the 
total coins minted in the first half of 2019. 
  1 ¢  5 ¢  10 ¢  25 ¢  50 ¢  N.A. $1  Total: 

Denver  1878.8M  290.92M  577.5M  456.8M  1.7M  1.54M  3207.26M 
Philadelphia  1965.6M  348.494M  650.5M  404M  1.7M  1.4M  3371.6944M 

Total  3844.4M  639.4144M  1228M  860.8M  3.4M  2.94M  6578.9544M 
 
What do you notice about the coin production? What fraction of coins were minted in June 2019? 
Do you think that they mint coins at a constant rate? What do you notice about half dollars and one 
dollar coins? Why might this be? 
 
An Engineering Challenge 
This challenge considers the process of minting coins. Tucker is interested in making his own coins 
for the subway station. 

Tucker, ever a resourceful mouse, is interested in minting his own currency. Can you conduct an 
exploratory study to help Tucker know if his idea is even possible? 

 
Engineers working on design challenges use the ABCs of Design. They: 

● Ask good questions 
● Brainstorm possibilities 
● Choose ideas to develop 
● Do the work to build the ideas 
● Experiment to see how it works 
● Fine-tune the design 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzqrSrU3jXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzqrSrU3jXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IBHbe-t-X4
http://www.coinnews.net/2019/07/25/u-s-mint-produces-over-6-5-billion-coins-first-half-2019/


 
This kind of exploratory study is also known as a feasibility study. Engineers want to find out if a 
certain project is going to be impossible as quickly as they can. When considering the feasibility of 
Tucker’s idea, consider the following questions: 

● What is the hardest parts of minting currency? 
● How can you experiment about whether it is possible to create a recognizable design? 
● How might making your own crayon designs help you learn about the challenge of minting 

a custom currency? 
 

Guidelines for Parent Facilitators 
In this guide, I’ve identified a few different math-based challenges. Feel free to go at your learner’s 
pace. Some learners might need physical models of Tucker’s stash. Other learners might be ready 
to think about using variables within their mathematical models. These challenges have a high 
ceiling to encourage learners to go as deep as they want to go. 
 
Consider making durable coin models out of cardboard or foam core to test how different designs 
work. Additionally, if you have learners who are struggling with large numbers, you can simulate 
US Mint production with the following 100 coins: 59 pennies, 10 nickels, 20 dimes, and 11 
quarters. Advanced learners may like to revisit their assumptions of Tucker’s coin collecting model 
by integrating authentic US Mint data. 
 

 



For More Inspiration 
 
There are a lot of fun and interesting math, science, and engineering connections in The Cricket in 
Times Square. We took a deep dive into 3 passages, and I wanted to leave you with some more 
inspiration. These are additional passages that stood out to me while I read with some commentary 
about how you can use these sparkling bits of story to explore math, science, and engineering. 
They’re listed in order of when they appear in the text so you can insert the explorations into your 
reading as suits you. 
 

Life in a Subway Station 
The bustle of the day had long since subsided, and even the nighttime crowds, returning from the 
theaters and movies, had vanished. Now and then a person or two would come down one of the 
many stairs that led from the street and dart through the station. But at this hour everyone was in a 
hurry to get to bed. On the lower level the trains were running much less often. There would be a 
long stretch of silence; then the mounting roar as a string of cars approached Times Square; then a 
pause while it let off old passengers and took on new ones; and finally the rush of sound as it 
disappeared up the dark tunnel.” 

- Chapter 1 
 
This passage paints a picture about how life happens in a subway station. Traffic changes as the 
day moves on. Consider investigating traffic flows near you. When can you count a lot of people 
moving around? When are the fewest people moving around? What explains the busiest times of 
day? How might subway operators use this kind of analysis to determine when trains should arrive 
at the stations? 
 
There are also some interesting investigations about the sounds in the subway station. Why can 
you hear a train when it is a long way off? How would the train sound different when it is coming 
and going? What is it like to try to listen to something moving through a tunnel? 
 

Keeping the Money Safe 
The cash register had one drawer, which was always open. It had gotten stuck once, with all the 
money the Bellinis had in the world inside it, so Papa decided it would be safer never to shut it 
again. When the stand was closed for the night, the money that was left there to start off the new 
day was perfectly safe, because Papa had also made a big wooden cover, with a lock, that fitted 
over the whole thing. 

- Chapter 1 
 
Papa Bellini had quite the problem when the cash register got stuck. How did he use the ABCs of 
Design to keep his money safe? What would you do if you wanted to keep money safe? Experiment 
with different ideas and make prototypes to test your designs. 
 



Telling Temperature 
“You can tell the temperature with crickets too,” said Mario. “You count the number of chirps in a 
minute, divide by four, and add forty. They’re very intelligent.” 

- Chapter 2 
 
Mario appeals to math and science when he’s trying to convince his parents to let him keep 
Chester. If you heard a cricket chirp 20 times in a minute, what would the temperature be? How 
many times would you hear a cricket chirp if it was 70 degrees out? Have you ever tried to tell the 
temperature by listening to a cricket?  
 
Do some research into some more conventional forms of temperature measurement. How do 
thermometers work? What are some different kinds of thermometers? Can you make your own 
thermometer?  
 

Visiting Times Square 
“Above the cricket, towers that seemed like mountains of light rose up into the night sky. Even this 
late the neon signs were still blazing. Reds, blues, greens, and yellows flashed down on him. And 
the air was full of the roar of traffic and the hum of human beings.” 

- Chapter 4 
 
Chester, Tucker, and Harry go up into Times Square and encounter all sorts of engineering feats. 
You can experiment with designing your own skyscrapers, research the science behind electric 
lights, and simulate sounds heard around the square. Asking good questions and following the trail 
of your curiosity can lead to some awesome explorations. 
 

Serving Ice Cold Sodas 
“How did you get the ice?” asked Chester. 
“Wait, I’ll tell you,” said Tucker. “All day I’ve been hiding by the lunch counter. When the 

soda jerks made a Coke I grabbed the ice they spilled, which I then took to the drain pipe. There,” 
he went on with especial pride, “it happens I have a heatproof, insulated bag saved up for just such 
an occasion. I put in the ice, shut up the opening -- we have ice! Nice, eh?” 

- Chapter 10 
 
Tucker is quite the engineer as he tries to figure out the perfect way to keep ice frozen for the 
party. Put your own engineering skills to work by trying to design your own insulated bag that can 
keep ice. Can you make the ice last from lunch until the evening? What are some secrets to 
keeping ice for a long time? 
 

Playing in Tune 
The radio was playing the “Blue Danube” waltz. When he had heard enough to memorize the 
melody, Chester joined in. And he played it perfectly! The cricket was such a natural musician that 
he not only chirped the tune -- in a few minutes he was making up variations and spinning them 



out without ever losing the rhythm of the waltz. He found that by tilting his wings he could make 
the notes go higher or lower, just as he wanted. 

- Chapter 10 
 
Chester is a natural musician, and this passage gives the perfect opportunity to explore the science 
of sound. How can two wings be rubbed together to make sound? What instruments are played by 
pulling a bow over tight strings? How can musicians make notes go higher or lower? 
 

Sound the Alarm 
For a moment Chester got panicky. But he forced his thoughts back into order and took stock of the 
situation. And an idea struck him. In one leap, he jumped onto the alarm clock, landing right on the 
button that set off the alarm. The old clock began ringing so wildly it shook itself around the shelf 
in a mad dance. Chester hopped back to his friends. 

“Any alarm in a fire, “ he said. 
- Chapter 10 

 
Chester, Tucker, and Harry find themselves in a very scary situation: the newsstand is on fire. There 
are many different directions you can take this scientific exploration. Consider exploring questions 
like What does a fire need to burn?, How are fires extinguished?, Why are fire alarms important?, 
How do fire alarms work?, How can someone build an electrical circuit that would sound an alarm?, 
and How can Chester land in exactly the right spot? 
 

Reaching Thousands of People 
The music editor of The New York Times was quite surprised to get Mr. Smedley’s letter, but he 
believed in the freedom of the press and had it printed on the theatrical and musical page of the 
paper. The next morning, thousands of people -- at home over the breakfast table and on buses 
and trains coming into New York -- read about Chester. 

- Chapter 13 
 
This bit of text struck me because The New York Times reaches thousands of people all around the 
city. Explore the technologies around newspaper printing and distribution. What newspapers were 
first published in the United States? How did the early printing presses work? How has newspaper 
technologies changed over time? Why do newspapers have different sections of the paper? How do 
newspaper companies get the news out to all sorts of people?  
 

Encore, Encore! 
Mr. Smedley was there at least once a day too. He brought a tape recorder and made recordings of 
all the new pieces Chester learned. And during the intermissions -- there was always an 
intermission of ten minutes halfway through the concert -- he delivered short talks on musical 
appreciation for the audience. 

- Chapter 13 
 



Tucker acts as Chester’s manager, where Tucker is constantly planning Chester’s concerts. What 
does it take to plan a thirty minute concert with a ten minute intermission at the halfway point? 
How does math act as a constraint to what Chester plays -- and doesn’t play? 
 
Mr. Smedley uses a tape recorder to record sound. What other kinds of technologies are used to 
record sound? How do these technologies work? What makes recording sound difficult? 
 

Who Wrote This? 
Good question! My name is Lindsey Nelson. I’m a mechanical engineer and engineering educator 
living in Washington, DC. This file is currently set up to accept comments from anyone who cares 
to leave any comments. If you would like get in touch with me directly because you like what you 
see here, send me an email at lindsey@opportunityunlocked.com with the subject like “Hooray for 
Crickets!” ← That subject line helps me search for your email in case it gets lost in my inbox. 

mailto:lindsey@opportunityunlocked.com

